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This ACM Trends Report delves into the topic of trust, which is particularly
important as museums reach out to new audiences with activities such as
virtual programming. Knology researcher John Voiklis shares what research
suggests about the nature of trust and its impact on the relationship between
a museum and its audience(s).
Virtual programming became an unplanned necessity when children’s
museums had to close their doors to the public during the pandemic.
Nevertheless, it began to fulfill a long-sought goal of children’s museums:
reaching previously unreachable audiences.
This benefit was cited by participants in the surveys that were reported in
Volume 4 of the ACM Trends Report series, and by participants in the first
annual discussion forum hosted by Knology and Association of Children’s
Museums (see ACM Trends Report 5.1). During the forum, participants talked
about using virtual programs to cultivate trusting relationships with new
audiences.
This ACM Trends Report differentiates between two types of trust identified
by social scientists: identity-based trust and experience-based trust (Rousseau,
Sitkin, Burt, & Camerer, 1998). It reviews evidence from a large-scale study
Knology conducted with institutions that share audiences with children’s
museums and play a similar role in the social, emotional, and cognitive
development of children: zoos and aquariums. The study shows the particular
importance of experience-based trust in building trusting relationships with a
broad audience. Lastly, the report explores how children’s museums might
apply what Knology learned about experience-based trust to outreach efforts
such as virtual programming, focusing on two facets: Reliability and
Benevolence.
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Trust ranks as a major concern in the museum field
(Museums and Trust 2021). Moreover, it plays a
foundational role in all human relations. The
anthropological and psychological literature makes it clear
that without help from others, people cannot meet their
material, emotional, and intellectual needs (Tomasello &
Gonzalez-Cabrera, 2017). Trust is how people manage
the risks associated with such high levels of
interdependence (Cvetkovich & Lofstedt, 2013).
Almost every scholarly field has developed one or more
theories of trust. This report will introduce two
consensus varieties: identity-based trust and experiencebased trust (Rousseau et al., 1998), focusing on the latter.
Sometimes, people choose to trust those with whom they
share some kind of identity or affinity. For example, as a
research psychologist, I tend to seek career advice from
other research psychologists. This is identity-based trust.
At many organizations, the marketing department
manages identity-based trust by convincing people to see
the organization as a likeable friend. For example, a
children’s museum might market itself as a fun place
where families feel welcome.
More often, people choose to trust those whom prior
experience has shown are trustworthy; this is experiencebased trust. Research shows that whether people are
judging another person, an organization, or even a robot,
they use the same five criteria when conferring
experience-based trust: Competence, Reliability, Sincerity,
Integrity, and Benevolence.
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For example, I trust my hair stylist because she gives me
great haircuts (competence) on every occasion
(reliability); she is transparent about pricing (sincerity),
which is consistent for everyone (integrity); and she both
asks after my wellbeing and actively listens to my
responses (benevolence). This report will look most
closely at Reliability and Benevolence (see section Trust in
Children’s Museums).
First, it is useful to summarize some of what Knology has
already learned about trust from zoos and aquariums.
While zoos and aquariums are different institutions than
children’s museums, all three play a role in the social,
emotional, and cognitive development of children.
Further, all three institutions work to build trust as both
mission-based organizations that serve their audiences (at
least in part) through publicly accessible facilities.
Trust in Action: Believing Zoos and Aquariums
Zoos and aquariums work to promote the conservation
of wildlife and wild places. Typically, they rely on identitybased trust to gauge the credibility of their conservation
messages: to learn whether their audiences believe their
messages they instead ask whether those audiences like
them (favorability) and feel attached (affinity) to them as
places. This approach is not wrong, but it is incomplete.
Although the conservation mission extends far beyond
their facilities, people decide whether they trust in the
institution’s conservation mission based on what the
experience firsthand when visiting and what they hear
about through their social networks
Theories of persuasion posit a much larger role for the
criteria of experience-based trust (trustworthiness) in
deciding whether to believe a message about conservation
or any topic.
Figure 1 shows how the criteria of the two varieties of
trust fuse into “epistemic authority”—i.e., whether people
see you as a thought leader. The icons represent
collections of behaviors the public judges when deciding
whether to trust a potential thought leader. The arrows
show the influence of epistemic authority on whether
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Figure 1. Model of how trust contributes to message credibility. Blue and green arrows show the contributions of experiencebased trust. This report pays special attention to the contributions of the green arrows.

people believe the potential thought leader, i.e., believing
the conservation messages that zoos and aquariums offer
as potential conservation leaders.
Knology worked with zoos and aquariums to identify
nearly one hundred behaviors that sampled every aspect
of daily operations and mission-related work, including
caring for animals, interacting with visitors and the local
community, supporting staff, managing their finances, etc.
(Voiklis, Gupta, Rank, et al., In Press).
We might call this activity “what is your trust fall?” In
identifying these behaviors, Knology was asking zoos and
aquariums to imagine each one as a piece of evidence for
why members of the public should take the risk of
trusting them. Two thousand people from around the U.S.
participated in two surveys to assess the importance of
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these behaviors and how well zoos and aquariums
performed them.
The results matched the theory: trustworthiness, with its
five experience-based criteria, was the strongest predictor
of message credibility. Identity-based trust criteria also
mattered, but more so for specialized publics: For
example, those who regularly sought out conservation
news and likely identified as conservationists.
Trust for Children’s Museums
These findings from Knology on zoos and aquariums offer
insights for the children’s museum field. Of course,
children’s museums have a distinct trust profile that
reflects their focus on children rather than conservation.
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Further research is required to identify the key reasons
behind children’s museums’ message credibility, as
detailed with zoos and aquariums above.

Key Takeaway

Nevertheless, museum professionals can run an activity
akin to the “what is your trust fall?” exercise. They can
identify behaviors that provide the evidence their
audiences need to assess trustworthiness. Virtual
programming can provide evidence for almost every
criterion of trustworthiness. Here, we focus on two
criteria—Reliability and Benevolence—that audiences are
likely to use when judging the trustworthiness of a
children’s museum with which they are newly acquainted.

Research shows that trust is crucial to successful
engagement by public institutions, although much work
remains to be done on the specific trust profile of
children’s museums. Museums can get a head start by
assessing their exhibits and programs—including virtual
programming—from the perspective of their audiences.
Museums can ask what does this exhibit or program
reveal about my Competence, Reliability, Sincerity,
Integrity, and Benevolence? Research can then test
whether audiences agree when deciding whether they
trust children's museums and believe their messages.

Virtual Programming as Evidence of Reliability
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